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Ⅰ.Functions and Framework of 
Shanghai Administration for Industry 

and Commerce



1. Main Functions of Shanghai 
Administration for Industry and 

Commerce



Shanghai Administration for Industry and 
Commerce is a bureau which is directly under 
the Municipal Government and takes charge 
of the municipal’s market supervision 
administration and exercises administrative 
law enforcement functions.



Main functions of 
the 
Administration 
for Industry and 
Commerce

Enterprise registration administration

Market fair competition supervision 
administration 

Consumer interests protection

Market supervision administration

Trademark supervision administration

Advertising supervision administration

Contract supervision administration

Broker and Broking Body 
Supervision Administration



2. Framework of Shanghai 
Administration for Industry and 

Commerce



Shanghai Administration for Industry and 
Commerce

13 offices

20 branches

228 administrative 
offices for industry and 
commerce

Over 5000 civil servants in the whole system 



3. Functions of the Administration 
for Industry and Commerce 

Relevant to Intellectual Property 
Supervision



(1) Trademark 

(2) Anti-unfair competition
Special names and packaging of 
commodities with famous brands 
Business secrets

(3) Enterprise name (business brands) 



Ⅱ. Contents of the Administration for 
Industry and Commerce’s 

Administrative Management



Principles: 
Unified registration, 

hierarchical     management



Investigating illegal trademark cases and giving 
punishment and protect right to the exclusive use of 
a trademark according to law. 

Registered trademark management 

Unregistered trademark management

Trademark printing management

Trademark use licensing management

Special signs management 

Providing guidance and management for 
trademark agents, trademark societies and 
trademark assessment bodies



Certification, management and protection of famous 
brands

Providing guidance on enterprises’ trademark work

Stipulating or involving in the stipulation of laws and 
administrative regulations relevant to trademark 
management

Organizing the publicity, training and popularization 
work of trademark laws

Investigating trademark issues, collecting, collating and 
analyzing trademark information, creating trademark 
management files and conducting communication 
activities on trademark businesses.



Ⅲ. Condition of Shanghai’s   
Trademark Protection Work



2002 Conducting the four battles as “Good Faith 

and No Fraud” “Striking Counterfeited Goods”

“ Blocking Source and Cutting off Flow”

“Striking Counterfeited Goods and Fraud”. 

2003 Conducting the three battles as 

“Eliminating Dens and Checking Faked Goods”, 

“Good Faith and No Infringement” “Blocking 

Source and Striking Faked Goods”

2004 Conducting intensive remediation themed 

on the “Three Maintenances”

2005 Conducting intensive remediation themed 

on the “Three Purifications”



1. Trademark Cases Investigated in 
2005   



Four key aspects of the municipal administration for industry and 

commerce’s dedicated remediation work on the striking of 

trademark counterfeiting and infringement behaviors in 2005:



First, enhancing the protection of key brands, that is, China 
Famous Brands, Shanghai Famous Brands, Overseas Famous 
Brands, Olympic logos and World Expo logos. 

Second, strengthening the striking of trademark behaviors such 
as counterfeited foods and medicines. 



Third, enhancing the remediation of key markets and areas, 
that is, conducting key remediation on small commodities 
markets, special markets, stores and famous brand selling 
markets (fairs) in star hotels, main commercial streets 
(centers), big shopping malls, supermarkets and houses for 
lease near markets, houses for lease and warehouses at the 
junction of the urban area and rural area.  

Fourth, strengthening supervision on the key steps, that is, 
conducting key supervision on the goods purchasing and 
selling procedures of enterprises in the circulation fields 
and trademark printing behaviors of printing enterprises.  



In 2005, the Municipal’s 
Administration for Industry and 
Commerce dispatched  over 30,000 
law enforcement officers and inspected 
over 100,000 business units and more 
than 8,000 commodity markets, 
investigated 1108 trademark 
infringement cases and gave penalty of 
10.8805 million Yuan. 11 cased were 
transferred to the judicial authorities 
and 13 persons were involved. 



Of all the trademark infringement cases investigated, 1023 
were investigated by the administrations for commerce 
and industry themselves, making up 92.3% of the total 
and 85 were accused of by the trademark owner, making 
up 7.7% of the total.



2. Foreign-related Trademark 
Protection Condition in 2005



In the market remediation in 2005, 

the municipal’s departments in 

charge of industry and commerce 

investigated 652  foreign-related 

trademark cases, making up 58.8% 

of all the trademark infringement 

cases. 603 cases were investigated 

by the administrations for industry 

and commerce on their own, 

making up 92.6% of the total and    

cases were litigated by the 

trademark owners, making up 

7.4% of the total. 



Of all the cases investigated, 

•239 involved the infringement of 
American trademark registrants’ interests.  

•106 involved the infringement of Japanese 
trademark registrants’ interests. 

•79 involved the infringement of French 
trademark registrants’ interests. 

•42 involved the infringement of German 
trademark registrants’ interests. 

•25 involved the infringement of British
trademark registrants’ interests. 

•18 involved the infringement of Italian
trademark registrants’ interests. 



In 2005, 7 foreign-related trademark cases 

were transferred to the judicial authority for 

handling, which involved 8 persons and 

made up 63.6% of the total 11 cases 

transferred. 1case involved the infringement 

of American trademark registrant’s interest. 



Ⅳ. How Should Foreign 
Businessmen Protect Their 

Trademark Rights in China? 



1. Approaches for 
trademark protection



1. The two-tier system is adopted for 

China’s trademark protection, that is, 

administrative protection and judicial 

protection. 



2. The trademark right owner may make the 
litigation to the administration for industry 
and commerce of county level or above or 
the people’s court with the jurisdiction 
when discovering the case of trademark 
counterfeiting and infringement but only 
one of the two. That is, trademark cases 
brought to the people’s court will not be 
handled by the administration for industry 

and commerce and vice versa.



3.The effectiveness of trademark 
administrative protection:  

Simple procedures

Low requirement for evidence 

Low  legal remedy cost

Initiative intervention and active 
protection  



2. How Should the Trademark Right Owners 
Accuse Trademark Infringement Cases?  



1. The accuser must be the trademark registrant with its 
rights infringed or the authorized trademark user. 

2. The accuser must have the lawful main body qualification 
and trademark registration certification.

3. The accuser must have the specific accusation object, the 
infringement facts, legal evidences and legal litigations. 



4. The accuser must provide necessary infringement 
evidences, including the real objects, trademark symbols, 
relevant bills and photos, etc.  

5. Foreigners or foreign enterprises should entrust a state-
designated organization to make the application for the 
protection of its right for the exclusive use of trademarks.



3. Relevant responsibilities of the 
trademark right owner in the litigation of 

a trademark infringement case



1. The trademark right owner should identify the articles 

of infringement ferreted out and sequestered by the 

departments in charge of industry and commerce and 

take legal responsibilities for the identification results. 



2. If civil compensation is to be claimed to the infringer, 

firstly, a civil mediation application should be lodged to 

the authorities in charge, secondly, evidence for the 

compensation sum should be quoted (profits attained 

by the infringer or loss suffered by the infringed during 

the infringement period, including the reasonable 

expenses paid by the infringer for the prevention of 

such infringement behaviors.)



4. Claimable rights for the trademark 
right owner in the litigation of a 

trademark infringement case



1. Right to require the authority in charge to order the 
infringer to stop its infringement behavior. 

2. Right to require for the confiscation and destroy of the 
infringing commodities and tools specially used for the 
manufacturing of infringing commodities and 
counterfeiting registered trademark signs. 



3.  Right to require the authority in charge to make 
reconciliation regarding civil compensation .

4. Right to ask the authority in charge to transfer the case 
to judicial authority to investigate into the criminal 
responsibility if the infringer’s behavior forms the 
crime of counterfeiting registered trademarks. 



5. Right to apply for withdrawal if there is any doubt that 
the case handler has interest relationship with the case.

6. Right to apply for reconsideration to the departments 
in charge of industry and commerce of the immediately 
higher level within 60 days of the administrative 
reconsideration law or directly lodge the litigation to 
the People’s Court with the jurisdiction within 15 days 
if there is any dissent to the specific administrative act 
(notice of penalty decision) made by the department in 
charge of industry and commerce.



Three kinds of work we expect foreign 
businessmen to do in the cooperation with 

the Administration for Commerce and 
Industry in the municipal’s trademark 

protection:



1. Actively apply for being listed 
into the Foreign-related 
Trademark Protection Catalogue
so that the municipal’s 
departments in charge of industry 
and commerce of all levels can 
give them active protection 
during regular examinations. 



2. Identify the counterfeited 
and infringing commodities 
ferreted out by the 
municipal’s departments in 
charge of industry and 
commerce in time so as to 
tell false from true and give 
timely punishment.



3 .  Show concerns about Shanghai’s 
market actively, collect clues for 
trademark infringements and report the 
case to the administration for industry 
and commerce, customs or courts in time 
so as to effectively maintain your own 
trademark right. 



Thank you!


